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summary
Microcrystals are responsible for some of the most common and complex arthropathies which are often accom-
panied by intense, severe pain and inflammatory reactions. The main pathogens are crystals of monosodium 
urate (MSU), responsible for the gout, calcium pyrophosphate (CPP), which deposits also in various clinical 
forms of arthopathies, and basic calcium phosphate associated with osteoarthritis.
In this context, the microcrystal arthritis is characterized by multiple, acute attacks followed by chronic pain, 
disability, impaired quality of life, and increased mortality. Given their chronic nature, they represent an ever 
more urgent public health problem. MSU and CPP crystals are also able to activate nociceptors. The pain in 
mycrocrystalline arthritis (MCA) is an expression of the inflammatory process. In the course of these diseases 
there is an abundant release of inflammatory molecules, including prostaglandins 2 and kinins. Interleukin-1 
represents the most important cytokine released during the crystal-induced inflammatory process. 
Therefore, clinically, pain is the most important component of MCA, which lead to functional impairment and 
disability in a large proportion of the population. It is fundamental to diagnose these diseases as early as pos-
sible, and to this aim, to identify appropriate and specific targets for a timely therapeutic intervention.
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n	 BACKGROUND

Microcrystals are responsible for some 
of the most common and complex ar-

thropathies, which are often accompanied 
by intense, severe pain and inflammatory 
reactions (1-3). 
The main pathogens are crystals of mono-
sodium urate (MSU), responsible for gout, 
calcium pyrophosphate (CPP), which de-
posits also in various clinical forms of 
arthopathies and basic calcium phosphate 
(BCP) associated to osteoarthritis (OA). 
The examination of the synovial fluid (SF) 
of affected patients makes it possible to 
identify the various types of crystals in-
volved (4, 5). 
In all of its forms, mycrocrystalline arthri-
tis (MCA) is the inflammatory arthropathy 
with the highest prevalence in the popula-
tion at large. 
Gout, in particular, is the most common ar-
thritis in males over 40 years of age and 
the most prevalent inflammatory arthritis, 

affecting 1/4 of adults in Europe (6). Its 
prevalence in Italy ranges between 0.45 
and 0.90%, and, like in other developed 
countries, its incidence is increasing (7). 
Acute CPP crystal arthritis is the most 
common acute monoarthritis in the elderly 
with a prevalence of 10% (8, 9).
Heath-related quality of life (QoL) in pa-
tients with MCA may be adversely affected 
by severe or chronic pain, associated to co-
morbidities, such as renal and cardiovascu-
lar diseases, the metabolic syndrome, OA, 
and suboptimal management often due to 
misdiagnosis (10). 
In this context, these conditions character-
ized by multiple, acute attacks followed 
by chronic pain, disability, impaired QoL, 
and increased mortality, are becoming an 
ever more urgent public health problem 
(11-14). 
Some studies have reported that body pain, 
physical function, emotional state, and 
general health, are worse in MCA patients 
than in age-matched healthy controls (15). 
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n	 CLINICAL ASPECTS OF 
MYCROCRYSTALLINE ARTHRITIS

Gout is a condition in which there is an 
excess amount of uric acid (hyperuricemia 
above 390 μmol/L or 6.5 mg/dL), leading 
to the formation of MSU in various tis-
sues. A typical attack is characterized by 
an abrupt onset and acute, violent, worsen-
ing pain that lasts a few days and generally 
subsides on its own without medication 
(16). Gout is traditionally classified on the 
basis of the characteristics in the various 
phases of the disease. Its stages are clas-
sified as: asymptomatic hyperuricemia, 
acute gout, intercritical gout, chronic gout 
and/or tophaceous gout, urate nephropathy 
with systemic involvement (14).
The first manifestation of gout is typi-
cally an acute episode of monoarticular 
arthritis of the metatarsophalangeal joint 
of the large toe (podagra) which is often 
very painful, characterized by a rapid and 
violent onset, often at night. The pain is 
accompanied by all the signs of an acute 
inflammation (redness, heat, swelling, pain 
and loss of function). The episode gener-
ally tends to resolve itself on its own with-
out any medication. Almost 90% of the 
patients who have suffered a gout attack 
experience other episodes over the next 5 
years (17). 
Atypical manifestations may present over 
the course of the disease; and at times other 
joints (e.g., finger joints) may be affected 
in oligoarticular or polyarticular forms of 
arthritis. Moreover, MSU crystals can, in 
fact, be found in the SF of asymptomatic 
patients even during the intercritical phase 
(18). The disease’s natural history as far as 
gout is concerned is characterized by an 
increased number of flares and a reduc-
tion in asymptomatic periods between at-
tacks. The severity of gout is defined by the 
number of acute attacks. In particular, se-
vere gout is characterized by three or more 
flares in the previous year and the presence 
of tophi (3). Patients with these characteris-
tics have pain and scores of the health util-
ity (SF36) index that are similar to those 
of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
or systemic lupus (19). Gout severity is 

also defined by an increased utilization of 
primary care clinics (20). It is particularly 
difficult to make a differential diagnosis of 
the polyarticular form as opposed to other 
classic forms such as RA or psoriatic ar-
thritis (PsA), as in the past it was attributed 
to the chronic phase but it is now more of-
ten associated with the onset of the disease, 
particularly in women. In the polyarticular 
form, pain is in fact prevalently located in 
the hands and feet often as an early mani-
festation of the disease (21) (Fig. 1). 
These patients present a peculiar kind of 
pain and symptoms characterized by recur-
rent, acute attacks and at times a simultane-
ous involvement of the small joints that are 
difficult to classify (21). When its onset oc-
curs in old age, gout is a particularly com-
plex disease with significant clinical and 
epidemiological differences with respect to 
the classic adult form. There can be an in-
sidious subacute or acute onset, with fewer 
inflammatory signs, but frequently with 
polyarticular involvement often of hand 
joints and at times simultaneously of the 
large joints. The presence of tophi in joints 
affected by OA can complicate even fur-
ther the diagnosis. The higher prevalence 
among the female sex, frequent impairment 
in kidney function and/or the use of drugs 
such as diuretics which reduce urate excre-
tion are all predisposing factors for a chron-
ic form and make the disease more difficult 
to recognize and treat it (16) (Fig. 2). 
All joints can be involved in microcrystal-
line arthritis and, as a curiosity, an acute 

Figure 1 - Poliarticular gout in women.
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vertebral pain accompanied by neurologi-
cal signs, paresthesia, and at times para-
plegia could be an expression of spinal in-
volvement. MSU or CPP depositions may 
be detected and can lead to a compression 
of the spinal cord and/or nerve roots with 
impairment of the neurological system 
(22, 23).
We recently reported the finding of MSU 
and CPP crystals that were simultaneously 

detected in the synovial fluid in some of 
our patients with joint diseases, associated, 
in some cases, to other joint conditions 
(18, 24). CPP crystals were found more 
frequently with respect to MSU crystals; 
the highest prevalence was found in OA 
patients, followed by RA, and then by PsA 
patients (18, 24). The OA patients with 
positivity to CPP crystals in their SF usual-
ly had a longer disease course (23-27). The 

Figure 2 - Poliarticular gout in elderly. Figure 3 - Milwaukee shoulder and synovial 
fluid.

Table I - Clinical diagnostic aspects of mycrocrystalline arthritis.
Features msu CPP BCP
Onset Abrupt, rapid, worsening Abrupt, rapid develop Abrupt
Gender >male adult Female Female
Age (years) 40-50 >65 ~40

Symptoms

Pain violent, severe, worsening Severe Severe
Swelling Soft tissue Soft tissue Soft tissue, bursae
Loss of function Frequent, disabling Frequent, disabling Frequent, disabling
Fever Frequent with shivering Common Possible

Signs
Tenderness Persistent Persistent Persistent
redness intense intense Mild to moderate
warmth intense intense Mild to moderate

Timing Nighttime, seasonal (spring, 
autumn), dehydration

None variable

resolution 1 week 1-3 weeks Slowly

Muscloskeletal 
involvement 

Monoarticular i MTP, ankle, knee, olecran 
bursa, Achilles tendon

Knee, wrist, shoulder, 
elbow, ankle, hand

Shoulder, knee

Poliarticular women and elderly Frequent Frequent

rare
axial joints, tendons, 
Poliarticular 

C1-C2* (crowned tooth 
syndrome)
Poliarticular, bursitis

Polyarticular

Other tissues Possible rare rare
MSU, monosodium urate; CPP, calcium pyrophosphate; BCP, basic calcium phosphate.
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RA patients with CPP crystals in their SL 
also had a longer disease course and were 
older (28, 29). 
BCP crystals are more frequent in OA SF, 
even in the early stage of the disease. Many 
studies are presently investigating their 
precise role in the pathophysiology of the 
pain experienced by these patients. The 
presence of BCP crystals in OA SF denotes 
a more serious form of the disease with 
chronic pain and frequent disability (30).
The differential diagnosis of an acute 
gout attack is made against other forms of 
MCA, such as CPP-related pseudogout/
chondrocalcinosis or BCP-related disease, 
whose clinical features are similar to those 
presenting during an acute gout attack. It 
is to be remembered, in particular, that the 
Milwaukee shoulder syndrome (apatite-
associated destructive arthritis), is asso-
ciated with periarticular or intraarticular 
deposition of hydroxyapatite crystals. This 
precipitates an acute, rapid decline in joint 
function and degradation of joint anatomy. 
The disruption of the rotator cuff generally 
follows and there is extensive damage to 
the cartilage and the subcondral bone, at 
times affecting the knee (Fig. 3). 
CPP deposition, which is frequent in el-
derly women, presents typical signs of OA, 
such as mechanical pain, bone swelling, 
crepitus, moderate stiffness, and various 
degrees of synovitis. The knee is the joint 
that is prevalently involved. A chronic form 
of BCP deposition can be associated with 
all symptoms linked to OA. 
The clinical aspects of mycrocrystalline ar-
thritis are presented in Table I.

n	 PATHOPHYSIOLOGICAL  
 MECHANISMS OF JOINT  
 PAIN IN MICROCRYSTALLINE  
 ARTHRITIS

Various factors may be involved in the pain/
inflammatory process in MCA. In particu-
lar, the inflammatory response of MCA is 
characterized by a cellular infiltrate rich 
in neutrophils and the production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines as well as other 
inflammatory mediators. Indeed, a massive 

influx of leukocytes, mainly neutrophils, 
and high levels of cytokines have been de-
tected in SF of patients with gout (31). A 
key role in the inflammatory process has 
been attributed to NLRP3 inflammasome, 
a cytoplasmic complex which cleaves 
pro-interleukin (IL)-1β to the active se-
creted product (2, 3). The inflammasome is 
formed by a member of the NALP protein 
family and the adaptor protein ASC that 
connects the NALPs with caspase-1. MSU 
and CPP crystals are also able to activate 
nociceptors. Some have suggested that no-
ciceptor stimulation is not induced directly 
by the crystals themselves but, could, in-
stead, be linked to pro-nociceptive media-
tors released after crystal phagocytosis by 
the leukocytes (32). It has, nevertheless, 
been demonstrated that crystals alone can 
trigger joint pain without leukocyte recruit-
ment (33), thus suggesting that even resi-
dent cells, like mast cells, can contribute to 
pain development (34).

Transient receptor potential 
Transient receptor potential (TRP) ion 
channels seem to play a role in nociceptive 
pain induced by crystals, and in particular 
the transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 
(TRPV1) appears mainly involved. TRPV1 
receptor is a non-selective cation channel 
that is activated by several stimuli, such 
as heat, acidic conditions, or by capsaicin. 
Indeed, in vivo experiments have demon-
strated that an injection of selective TRPV1 
receptor antagonists into the paw of rats 
and perineural capsaicin desensitization 
significantly reduced MSU-induced noci-
ception and edema (34). An increased im-
munoreactivity of the TRPV1 receptor has, 
moreover, been observed in rat joint tissue 
after MSU crystal injection (35). TRPV1 
has been localized in the small-diameter 
C-fibers and in the medium-diameter Aδ 
fibers (36). Studies on the physiological 
properties of similar fibers in the ankle 
joints of chickens rendered arthritic by so-
dium urate injection indicated that there is 
an increased sensitivity in the C-fibers, but 
not in the Aδ ones (37).
More recently, another TRP, the TRP an-
kyrin 1 (TRPA1), was shown to play a 
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key role in MSU-induced nociception and 
edema (38). TRPA1 receptor is usually co-
expressed with TRPV1 in a sub-type of 
primary afferent fibers and demonstrated 
a synergistic effect in different pain con-
ditions (39-41). Using a rodent model of 
MSU-crystal induced inflammation, Trev-
isan et al. demonstrated that TRPA1 is 
responsible for the MSU crystal-induced 
cold allodynia and that its activation is 
concomitant to increased levels of reactive 
oxygen species, in particular H

2
O

2
, in the 

injected tissue. These results suggest that 
oxidative stress evoked by the crystals may 
be involved in pain development (38). As 
stated above, nociceptive pain is mediated 
by several inflammatory mediators induced 
by the interaction of pathogenic crystals 
with all synovial cell types, including neu-
trophils, fibroblasts, and monocytes/mac-
rophages (3). The most important of these 
molecules involved in joint pain are IL-1ß, 
prostaglandin (PG) E2, bradykinin, and 
substance P.

Prostaglandins
PGE2 is considered to be the major con-
tributor to inflammatory pain in arthritic 
conditions. Its production derives from the 
hydrolysis of arachidonic acid by cyclo-
oxygenases (COX) and cytosolic and mi-
crosomal PGE synthases. PGE2 exerts its 
effects via a variety of E prostanoid (EP) 
receptors (mainly EP1 and EP4), which are 
present in both the peripheral sensory neu-
rons and the spinal cord (39). EP1 and EP4 
stimulation lead to the activation of protein 
kinase C (PKC) and PKA, respectively, 
in peripheral nociceptors (42). PKC and 
PKA activate multiple molecules including 
TRPV1 channels, purinergic P2X3 recep-
tors, calcium channels, as well as voltage-
gated sodium channels leading to inflam-
matory hyperalgesia.
It has been found that inflammatory MSU 
crystals are able to stimulate de novo syn-
thesis of COX-2 in human monocytes 
through tyrosine phosphorylation, leading 
to the transcription of PGE2 which, in ad-
dition to its pain-triggering role, may par-
ticipate in several ways to the symptoms 
that are marks of gouty arthritic flares, such 

as early vasodilation, edema, and leuko-
cyte migration (43). IL-1β has, moreover, 
been shown to enhance the expression of 
COX-2 and microsomal PGE synthase-1 
at the mRNA and protein levels, in par-
ticular in the presence of bradykinin (44). 
Prostanoids have, in fact, been shown to in-
crease the sensitivity of sensory neurons to 
bradykinin in various models (45).

The kinin system
In addition to the classic and alternative 
complement pathway, MSU crystals also 
activate Hageman factor and the contact 
system of coagulation, leading to the gen-
eration of kallicrein, bradykinin, plasmin, 
and other inflammatory mediators (46). 
Bradykinin is one of the most potent pain-
producing agents formed under inflamma-
tory conditions, and a multitude of its ex-
citatory and sensitizing effects on periph-
eral nociceptors have been described. Its 
levels have been shown to be affected, at 
least in part, by prostanoids, as the non-ste-
roidal anti-inflammatory drugs flurbipro-
fen (a nonselective COX inhibitor) reduces 
bradykinin at the inflammation site (47) 
suggesting that there are mutual interac-
tions between products of the arachidonic 
acid-cyclooxygenase cascade and the kinin 
system in pain mediation.
The effects of bradykinin are mediated by 
B1 and B2 receptors whose expression is 
enhanced by pro-inflammatory cytokines 
such as IL-1β and tumor necrosis factor-a 
(TNF-a). Through the activation of phos-
pholipase C and A2, these receptors may 
contribute to the development of pain and 
hyperalgesia not only in the periphery but 
also in the spinal cord (48). It has been 
hypothesized that at the beginning of the 
inflammatory process kinins exert their 
actions predominantly through the con-
stitutive activation of B2 receptors, while 
B1 receptors may play an important role 
in persistent inflammatory pain that is re-
flected in the antinociceptive activity of B1 
receptor antagonists (45). Recently, some 
Authors demonstrated that B2 receptors 
play a role in maintaining MSU crystal-in-
duced leukocyte infiltration and membrane 
permeability and identified B2 receptors as 
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a potential therapeutic target for managing 
inflammation in gout (49).

Substance P
Stimulation of C-fibers and activation of 
TRPV1 and TRPA1 receptors can result in 
the release of substance P, a neurotransmit-
ter which is involved in the transmission of 
pain impulses from the peripheral receptors 
to the central nervous system, but which 
also has pro-inflammatory effects by pro-
moting plasma extravasation, leucocyte re-
cruitment, and mast cell degranulation and 
producing prostaglandins and cytokines, 
such as TNF, IL-6 and IL-1 (50). The main 
substance P-receptor, neurokinin-1 (NK1), 
has been reported to be expressed in the 
synovial tissue of patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis (51) and higher levels of substance 
P have been observed in the synovial flu-
id of patients with inflammatory arthritis 
(52). It has been experimentally demon-
strated that acute urate arthritis induced in 
the ankle joint of chicks produces a neu-
rogenic depletion of substance P from the 
peripheral nerve fibers in the synovial and 
subsynovial tissues (53) and that a block-
ade of NK1 receptors reduces MSU crys-
tal-induced nociception and edema (54). 

Interleukin-1β
IL-1β production, via activation of the 
NALP3 inflammasome, is the hallmark 
of crystal deposition diseases (54). Since 
IL-1β plays a critical role in different pain 
states contributing in inducing and main-
taining pain in both peripheral and central 
nervous system, an upregulation of this cy-
tokine may also be involved in the pain as-
sociated with crystal-induced arthritis. 
The release of IL-1β may contribute to 
nociceptive responses through indirect 

mechanisms leading to the release and/or 
activation of other nociceptive molecules, 
including nerve growth factor, prostaglan-
din, IL-6, substance P, and MMP9 (55-59).
A direct action of IL-1β on nociceptors 
has, nevertheless, also been observed. In-
deed, there is evidence that IL-1 receptor 
type I (IL-1R1) is expressed in sensory 
neurons and that IL-1β modulates neuronal 
excitability by involving neuronal recep-
tors, including TRPV1, sodium channels, 
GABA and NMDA receptors (60-62).
Blockade of IL-1β activity, for example, 
using the IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-
1Ra, anakinra), has been shown to be an 
effective treatment for the inflammatory 
symptoms of crystal-induced arthritis, in-
cluding pain. It has been reported, in agree-
ment with this finding, that pain in gouty 
patients treated with anakinra decreased by 
79% within less than three days (63). Oth-
er investigators have reported, moreover, 
that systemic IL-1 inhibition, using IL1R1 
knockouts or mIL1 Trap (a murine IL-1β 
blocking agent), prevented and suppressed 
ankle hyperalgesia and synovitis in a mouse 
model of gouty arthritis (64). According to 
a recent study, anakinra treatment provided 
good joint pain relief in patients affected 
by CPP crystal-induced arthritis (65).
The main mediators involved in the devel-
opment of pain in MCA are presented in 
Table II.

n	 CONCLUSIONS

The pain in MCA is an expression of the 
inflammatory process. In the course of 
these diseases, indeed, there is an abundant 
release of inflammatory molecules, includ-
ing PGE2 and kinins, directly involved in 

Table II - Main mediators involved in the development of pain in mycrocrystalline arthritis.
mediators main sources main mechanism of action
PGe2 Monocytes, neutrophils, fibroblasts Stimulation of nociceptors through eP1-eP4 receptors
Kinins Plasma Stimulation of nociceptors through B1-B2 receptors
iL-1B Monocytes Stimulation of nociceptors; release and/or activation of 

nociceptive molecules
Substance P Neurons, inflammatory cells Stimulation of NK1 receptor

PGe2, prostaglandin e2; eP, prostaglandin receptor; B, bradykinin receptor; iL-1, interleukin-1; NK1: neu-
rokinin-1 receptor.
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the development of pain by stimulation 
of nociceptors. IL-1, which represents the 
most important cytokine released during 
the crystal-induced inflammatory process, 
is also implicated in pain at both peripheral 
and central level. In fact, although there is 
no data in the literature regarding MCA, it 
is conceivable that IL-1 contributes to noci-
ceptive responses through indirect mecha-
nisms, such as the release and the activa-
tion of other nociceptive molecules includ-
ing PGE2 and substance P. Clinically, pain 
is the most important component of MCA 
which lead to functional impairment and 
disability in a large proportion of the popu-
lation. It is important to diagnose as early 
as possible these diseases, and to this aim, 
to identify appropriate and specific targets 
for a timely therapeutic intervention.
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